
“Guideline to Choosing Trust Successor(s) and How Many are Necessary”

Choosing trust successors and determining how many are necessary is an important 
decision when creating a trust. The specifics can vary depending on your unique 
circumstances and goals, but here are some guidelines to help you make informed 
choices:

1. **Understand the Role of a Successor Trustee**:
   - A successor trustee is responsible for managing the trust and distributing assets 
according to your wishes if you become incapacitated or pass away.
   - They should have the legal authority to act on your behalf and make important 
financial decisions.

2. **Consider Your Trust's Complexity**:
   - The complexity of your trust can influence the number and qualifications of 
successor trustees needed.
   - If your trust is straightforward with few assets and beneficiaries, a single successor 
trustee may suffice.
   - For complex trusts with multiple assets, beneficiaries, or specific instructions, you 
may want to appoint multiple successor trustees with different areas of expertise.

3. **Choose Trustworthy and Competent Individuals**:
   - Your successor trustee(s) should be trustworthy, responsible, and capable of 
managing your financial affairs.
   - Consider their financial knowledge, experience, and willingness to take on the role.

4. **Family Members vs. Professionals**:
   - You can appoint family members, close friends, or professionals (such as attorneys 
or financial advisors) as successor trustees.
   - Family members may have a better understanding of your personal values and 
preferences, but professionals often have expertise in managing trusts.

5. **Consider Conflict of Interest**:
   - Be cautious of appointing beneficiaries of the trust as successor trustees, as 
conflicts of interest may arise.
   - In such cases, you may appoint an independent trustee to ensure impartial decision-
making.

6. **Evaluate Availability and Geographic Proximity**:
   - Ensure that your successor trustees are available and willing to take on the 
responsibilities when needed.
   - Consider geographic proximity, as managing a trust may require physical presence 
in some situations.



7. **Plan for Succession Among Successor Trustees**:
   - Consider what happens if a successor trustee is unable or unwilling to serve when 
the time comes. Have a plan for replacing them if necessary.

8. **Review and Update Regularly**:
   - Life circumstances and relationships can change, so it's essential to review and 
update your choice of successor trustee(s) as needed.

9. **Legal and Financial Expertise**:
   - If your trust includes complex investments or assets, it may be wise to have at least 
one successor trustee with a strong legal or financial background.

10. **Consider a Corporate Trustee**:
    - For very complex or substantial trusts, you might consider appointing a corporate 
trustee, such as a bank or trust company. They have experience and resources to 
manage complex financial affairs.

11. **Seek Professional Advice**:
    - Consult with an estate planning attorney or financial advisor who specializes in 
trusts. They can provide guidance on selecting the most suitable successor trustees 
based on your specific circumstances.

12. **Document Your Choices Clearly**:
    - Clearly outline your choice of successor trustees in your trust document, including 
their names, roles, and any specific instructions.

In conclusion, the number and choice of successor trustees for your trust should align 
with the complexity of your assets, your family dynamics, and your trust's specific goals. 
Regularly review and update your choices to ensure they remain relevant and in line 
with your wishes. Consulting with professionals in estate planning can be invaluable in 
making these decisions.


